In this paper we consider particular equational formulae where equality = AC is the congruence induced by a set of associative-commutative axioms. The formulae we are interested in have the form t 6 = AC t 1^: : : t 6 = AC tn and are usually known as complement problems. To solve a complement problem is to nd an instance of t which is not an instance of any t i modulo associativity-commutativity. We give a decision procedure based on tree automata which solves these formulae when all the t i 0 s are linear. We show that this solution also gives a decision of inductive reducibility modulo associativity and commutativity in the linear case and we give several extensions of this approach. Then, we de ne a new class of tree automata, called conditionaltree automata which recognize sets of generalized terms, i.e terms written as multisets, and where the application of a rule depends on the satis ability of a formula of Presburger's arithmetic. This class of tree automata allows one to solve non-linear complement problems when all occurrences of a non-linear variable occur under the same node (in attened terms). This solution also provides a procedure to decide inductive reducibility modulo associativity-commutativity in the same case.
Introduction
Many problems arising in Computer Science involve formulae built on the equality predicate and syntactic objects, usually terms. But terms are merely denotations for complex entities and a purely syntactical approach lacks any insight into the semantics of these entities. To overcome this limitation, a classical solution is to add axioms which model the semantic behaviour of the real objects. Amongst the most useful axioms one nds the commutativity axiom (C) f(x; y) = f(y; x), the associativity axiom (A) f(x; f(y; z)) = f(f(x; y); z), the idempotency axiom (I) f(x; x) = x and the unit element axiom (1) f(x; e) = x. Many operators studied in Computer Science satisfy one or more of these axioms, for example the parallel operator in parallelism is associativecommutative (AC for short), the boolean connectives are associative-commutative and idempotent (ACI for short), and many algebraic functions are associative-commutative and have a unit element (AC1 for short). Therefore we are led to tackle the problem of dealing with formulae on equality modulo a set of axioms. Decision procedures exist when no axiom is included Mal71, Col84, LM86, Mah88, CL89] but a decision procedure for these formulae usually does not exist in the presence of axioms (indeed, the theory of 3 formulae modulo AC is undecidable Tre92]). Actually, we are asking for too much: in practice, the formulae that we must solve belong to very restricted classes. After the well-known uni cation problem, the most interesting one is the complement problem, i.e to solve t 6 = E t 1^: : :^t 6 = E t n where E is the theory we are interested in. These formulae occur in algebraic speci cations and functional programming when dealing with su cient completeness issues, in logic programming and constraint logic programming, especially concerning constructive negation and in the paradigm of learning by examples and counter-examples in the eld of machine learning (see LMK91] for example).
This paper describes a new approach to the AC-complement problem which relies on tree automata, as proposed in LM93]. First, we show how tree automata solve linear AC-complement problems and we give some extensions of this result. Then we describe a new class of tree automata, called conditional tree automata which deal with (some kind of) attened trees and involve conditions which are formulas of Presburger's arithmetic. Using this new class, we can solve a non-linear case of the AC-complement problem, more precisely when all the occurrences of a non-linear variable are under the same AC-symbol. Moreover our approach can be extended to the decision of the inductive reducibility property modulo AC which is a key notion in inductionless induction. This property is undecidable KNRZ91], but we are able to decide it in the aforementioned cases.
The paper is organized as follows: section 1 gives the preliminary notions required in the following. Section 2 gives our rst results for linear problems and these results are extended in section 3. We introduce generalized and normalized terms in section 4 and conditional tree automata are discussed in section 5. Finally, we give our most general results on non-linear problems in section 6.
De nitions and notations
We need some de nitions and notations, let us start with terms. Missing de nitions can be found in DJ90].
Terms
Terms denoted by s; t; : : : are constructed from a nite set of function symbols and a denumerable set of variables X denoted by x; y; z : : : Each function symbol has a xed arity and constants are function symbols of arity 0. From now on we suppose that contains at least one constant such that T , the set of ground terms i.e. without variables is not empty. The set of terms is denoted by T (X). A variable of t is linear if it occurs at most once in t otherwise it is non-linear, and a term is linear if it contains only linear variables. A position is a sequence of integers, the empty sequence is denoted by , and a non-empty sequence is written as p:i with i an integer and p a sequence. The subterm of a term s at position p, denoted by s jp , is de ned by s j = s and s jp:i = s i if s jp = f(s 1 ; : : :; s n ) and 1 i n. An equation (i.e. an axiom) is a pair of terms written s = t. A nite set of equations E de nes an equational theory and induces a congruence relation on terms denoted by = E . The class of a term t is the set of terms equal to t modulo E. We are mainly interested in the following equations: commutativity (C) f(x; y) = f(y; x), associativity (A) f(x; f(y; z)) = f(f(x; y); z), idempotency (I) f(x; x) = x and unit element (1) f(x; e) = x. More precisely, we are interested in the = AC congruence (resp. = ACI ,: : :) obtained when = F G where the functions of G are free and the functions of F are commutative and associative (resp. commutative and associative and idempotent...).
Substitutions, denoted by ; ; : : :, are the morphisms on terms and the application of to t is denoted by t . A term s is an E-instance of a term t i s = E t for some substitution . It is a ground E-instance if s is ground. When E is the empty theory, we say instances and ground instances, dropping the E pre x.
A term rewrite system R is a nite set of rewrite rules l ! r which de nes a rewrite relation ! R on terms. The system is left-linear if for each rule l ! r of R, the left-hand side l is linear. A term t is reducible by R modulo E i there are some term t 0 , some position p in t 0 , some substitution and some rule l ! r 2 R s.t. t 0 = E t and t 0 jp = l .
To solve the E-complement problem t 6 = E t 1^: : :^t 6 = E t n withx \ỹ i = ; and y i \ỹ j = ; ifỹ i = V ar(t i ) andx = V ar(t), is to nd a ground instance of t which is not an E-instance of any t i . In other words, it amounts to deciding the validity of the formula 9x8ỹ 1 : : :ỹ n : t 6 = E t 1^: : :^t 6 = E t n in the algebra of ground terms. In this paper, we are mainly concerned with the AC-complement problem and related issues.
The cardinality of a set S is denoted by jSj and S 1 ] S 2 denotes the disjoint union of S 1 and S 2 .
Regular languages and tree automata
Regular sets of trees and tree automata are similar to regular sets of words and nite automata. We recall some de nitions and results, and we refer the reader to GS84] for details.
Definition 1. Given a signature , a bottom-up tree automaton A is a triple (Q; Q Final ; R) where Q is a nite set of states, Q Final Q is a set of nal states, and R is a set of transition rules of the form f(q 1 ; : : :q n ) ! q n+1 with arity(f) = n and q i 2 Q. The transition relation ! is the smallest relation on T (X) Q s.t.: t 1 ! q 1 : : : t n ! q n f(q 1 ; : : :; q n ) ! q n+1 2 R f(t 1 ; : : :; t n ) ! q n+1 The language accepted by A is the set of ground terms t such that t ! q for some q 2 Q Final .
A set of ground terms is a regular tree language i it is accepted by a tree automaton.
An automaton is completely speci ed if for each ground term t, there is some q s.t. t ! q.
The state q is said to be accessible. The automaton is deterministic if for each t, the state q is unique. Regular languages are closed under the boolean operations and it is decidable if the language accepted by a tree automaton is empty or not. Regular languages can also be characterized as least xed-point solution of systems of equations: L 1 = P i2I1 h 1 i (L 1 i1 ; : : :; L 1 ip ) : : : L n = P i2In h n i (L n i1 ; : : :; L n ip ) where the h j i are symbols of and the sum means set union. Example Let F = ffg and G = f0; gg, then g(0) t f f(0; g(0)) = f(g(0); f(0; g(0)))
Terms and attened terms are strongly related: The permutative congruence = P is the smallest congruence on terms s.t. f(j : : :; t i ; : : :; t j ; : : :j) = f(j : : :; t j ; : : :; t i ; : : :j). It is related to = AC congruence in the following way:
Proposition 2. Let s; t be terms, then s = AC t i Flat(s) = P Flat(t).
Proof. By structural induction on s and t. 2
In the following, we write t] AC = fs j s = AC tg and t] P = fs j s = P tg. Given a set of terms L, we introduce the sets: Gr(L) = fs j s = t for some t 2 L and some ground substitution g AC(L) = fs j s = AC t for some t 2 Lg Proposition 3. Let s; t be two terms s.t. s = AC t then AC(Gr(s)) = AC(Gr(t)).
Proof. By structural induction on s and t. 2 Proposition 4. Let t be a linear term s.t. Flat(t) = P f(jt 1 ; : : :; t n ; x 1 ; : : :; x m j) with t i 6 2 X, then s 2 AC(Gr(t)) i s = f(s 1 ; s 2 ) with s 1 2 AC(Gr(f(jt i1 ; : : :; t ik ; x j1 ; : : :; x jl j))) Example Let t = f(0; x) where F = ffg and G = f0; gg. Let L f0;xg = AC(Gr(t)), let L f0g = AC(Gr(0)), let L fxg = AC(Gr(x)). These languages are the least xed-point solutions of the system of equations:
therefore L f0g ; L fxg and L f0;xg are regular tree languages, and an automaton recognizing L f0;xg is A = (fq x ; q 0 ; q L g; fq L g; R) with R consisting of: 0 ! q 0 , (the rule of an automaton recognizing L f0g ), 0 ! q x , g(q x ) ! q x , f(q x ; q x ) ! q x (the rules of an automaton recognizing the instances of x) and f(
An algebraic solution of the next proposition exists but we give a less elegant combinatorial proof since we are interested in the constructive aspects of the problem.
Proposition 5. For each linear term t, AC(Gr(t)) is regular.
Proof. We show that the set of ground AC-instances of t satis es a least xed-point equation de ning regular languages. At the same time, we sketch the construction of an automaton accepting this language. The proof is by structural induction on t. t 2 X: the proof is obvious. t = g(t 1 ; : : :; t n ) : then AC(Gr(t)) = g(AC(Gr(t 1 )); : : :; AC(Gr(t n ))) where the AC(Gr(t i )) are regular by induction hypothesis, therefore AC(Gr(t)) is regular. An automaton accepting L is A = (F; Q; Q F ; R) where Q = i Q i fq F g, Q F = fq F g, R = i R i fg(q 1 ; : : :; q n ) ! q F where q i 2 Q i F g. t = f(: : :) and Flat(t) = f(jt 1 ; : : :; t n j). For simplicity, we write L fi1;:::;ikg = AC(Gr(f(jt i1 ; : : :; t ik j))). According to proposition 3, one has : A key property in inductionless induction is that of inductive reducibility: given a set E of equations and a set R of rewrite rules, a term t is inductively reducible modulo E i each ground instance s of t is reducible by R modulo E. In the AC case, this property is undecidable but our proof of complement problems can be easily extended to decide inductive reducibility modulo AC for left-linear rewrite systems y . We prove that Red(l) the set of ground terms reducible modulo AC by l ! r is regular when l is linear.
Proposition 6. Let l be a linear term, then Red(l) is a regular tree language.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of proposition 5. 2
From this result, we get the decision of the inductive-reducibility modulo AC.
Theorem 2. Inductive reducibility modulo AC of a term t for a left-linear system R is decidable.
Proof. Let l 1 ; : : :; l n be the set of left-hand sides of R, and let A be a deterministic automaton recognizing the union of the Red(l i )'s. The term t is inductively reducible i for each ground ; t belongs to this set. We proceed as in the proof of the complement modulo AC: to each variable x i of t assign some accessible state q i , and compute the state q such that tfx 1 q 1 ; : : :; x n q n g ! q. If there is some assignment such that the state q is not a nal state of A, then t is not inductively reducible, otherwise t is inductively reducible. Since there is only a nite number of possible assignments, the inductive reducibility property is decidable. 2
To other theories
The previous results can be easily extended to other theories. The rst one is the AC1 theory, i.e AC with unity: for each AC-symbol f, there exists a constant e such that f(x; e) = x. To handle this identity element, we add the terms f(L e ; L) and f(L; L e ) to the equations de ning the ground AC-instances of a term t = f(: : :) where L e = feg + f(L e ; L e ). From the automaton viewpoint, this amounts to adding rules f(q; q e ) ! q, f(q e ; q) ! q where q is a nal state, and e ! q e , f(q e ; q e ) ! q e .
The second one is the associativity theory. In this case, the attened version of a term is unique since the commutativity axiom does not hold. The proof that the A-instances of a linear term is a regular language works as in the AC case for the rst two cases, and in the proof of the third case, sets are replaced by lists: f1 : : :ng becomes 1 : : :n], subsets I and J become sublists and union is replaced by concatenation.
Theorem 3. The complement problem t 6 = AC1 t 1^: : :^t 6 = AC1 t n (resp. 6 = A ) where the t i 0 s are linear terms is decidable. The inductive reducibility modulo AC1 (resp. modulo A) of a term t for a left-linear term rewrite system is decidable.
To some non-linear cases
Tree automata with syntactical equality tests between brothers are introduced in BT92] where it is shown that this class is closed under boolean operations and that the emptiness of the accepted language is decidable. We extend this class by allowing equality tests modulo AC in order to get the decidability of the AC-complement problem for strictly restricted non-linear terms, as de ned by: y the decidability of inductive reducibility modulo AC for left-linear rewrite systems has been stated rst in JK89] Definition 3. A term is strictly restricted i for each non-linear variable x, there exists a position p such that all the occurrences of x occur at positions p:i with i an integer, and the symbol of t at position p is not AC.
For example, if F = ffg and G = f0; gg then f(g(x; x); 0) is strictly restricted but f(x; x) and f(x; g(0; x)) are not. The approach of Bogaert and Tison generalizes smoothly to the AC case, except that the decision of emptiness requires that equivalent terms reach the same states, which is true in our applications. The reader is referred to the original work of BT92] for details since the algorithms are identical except that = is replaced by = AC . Firstly, we de ne our new class of tree automata.
Definition 4. Given a signature , an automaton with equality tests between brothers A is a triple (Q; Q F ; R) where Q is a nite set of states, Q F Q is a set of nal states and R is a set of rules ' : h(q 1 ; : : :; q n ) ! q n+1 with h 2 , ' 2 Form n where Form n is inductively de ned by: #i = AC #j 2 Form n (which means that the i th son is equal to the j th son modulo AC), > 2 Form n (meaning that no condition is required) if ' 2 Form n and 2 Form n then :' 2 Form n ; _' 2 Form n ; ^' 2 Form n . Moreover if h 2 F and ' : h(q 1 ; q 2 ) ! q 3 2 R we demand that ' is > (i.e there is no condition for rules with AC symbols). The transition relation ! is the smallest relation on T (X) Q s.t.: t 1 ! q 1 : : : t n ! q n ' : h(q 1 ; : : :; q n ) ! q n+1 2 R h(t 1 ; : : :; t n ) j = ' h(t 1 ; : : :; t n ) ! q n+1
where h 2 and h(t 1 ; : : :; t n ) j = ' means that h(t 1 ; : : :; t n ) satis es '. The language accepted by A is the set of ground terms t such that t ! q for some q 2 Q Final .
One should notice that equality tests are allowed under non-AC symbols only. The notions of deterministic and completely speci ed automata are the same as for usual tree automata. An incompletely speci ed tree automaton with equality tests can be easily extended into a completely speci ed one. Now we sketch the determinization process which is similar to the determinization process for tree automata with syntactical equality tests. 2 Use a classical determinization algorithm to compute the equivalent deterministic automaton (a state of the deterministic automaton is a set of states of the nondeterministic one)
Remark. : let t be a term and let q 1 ; : : :; q n be the states such that t ! q i in the nondeterministic automaton then t ! fq 1 ; : : :; q n g in the deterministic one.
A direct consequence of the determinization process is that the class of accepted languages is closed under complement (exchange nal and non-nal states) and union (straightforward) hence under intersection. What remains for us to give is a way to decide the emptiness of the language accepted by an automaton with equality tests. This works as in BT92], provided that equivalent terms reach the same states, i.e t = AC t 0 and t ! q implies that t 0 ! q. Fortunately, this property is preserved under determinization (see previous remark) union, intersection and complement. From now we suppose that this property is satis ed by the automata that we consider. The following algorithm is used for deciding emptiness (N AC (L) denotes the number of distinct equivalence classes of a nite set of ground terms L and max-arity is the maximal arity of the symbols of ):
For each state q do set L 0 q = ;. Proof. The proof is as in BT92] and similar to the proof given for more complicated automata described in section 5.1. 2
Now we prove that the ground AC-instances of a strictly restricted term are recognized by a tree automaton with equality tests: Proposition 8. Let t be a strictly restricted term, then AC(Gr(t)) is accepted by a tree automaton with equality tests s.t. if t ! q and t 0 = AC t then t 0 ! q.
Proof. The proof is as in the linear case with one di erence: if t = g(: : :) with g 2 G, for each non-linear variable x occurring as the i th 1 ; i th 2 ; : : :; i th n sons of t, add the condition #i 1 = AC #i 2 = AC : : : = AC #i n to the related rule of the automaton. 2
The theorem on the decidability of the complement problem and inductive reducibility is an immediate consequence of the previous results.
Theorem 4. The complement problem t 6 = AC t 1^: : :^t 6 = AC t n (resp. 6 = A ) where the t i 's are strictly restricted, is decidable. Inductive reducibility modulo AC (resp. modulo A) of a term t for a term rewrite system with strictly restricted left-hand sides is decidable.
Proof. The proof is the same as for the linear case. 2 The next step is to allow occurrences of non-linear variables under a node labeled by some AC-symbol. First, we introduce generalized terms which are needed to consider terms with AC-symbols as multisets. Then we introduce a new class of tree automata acceptings sets of generalized terms instead of sets of terms, conditional tree automata, and we study its properties. Finally, we show how this class can be used to solve ACcomplement problems and to decide the inductive reducibility property in this restricted non-linear case.
Generalized and normalized terms
Generalized terms are introduced to make explicit the multiset structure induced by AC functions. I(g(T 1 ; : : :; T n )) = g(I(T 1 ); : : :; I(T n )) We note that the notion of sorts on generalized terms and the notion of sorts on terms do not coincide, and that the mapping I is onto but not one-to-one. and the = P congruence is the smallest congruence s.t. f : : :; n i :T i ; : : :; n j :T j ; : : :] = P f : : :; n j :T j ; : : :; n i :T i ; : : :]. The congruence class of T for = P is denoted by T] P . To deal with non-linearity in the AC-complement problem, we must concentrate on some particular generalized terms where equal parts are grouped together, i.e. normalized terms. The next propositions state that congruence classes of normalized terms for = P and congruence classes of attened terms for = AC are related.
Proposition 10. Let S; T be normalized terms, then S = P T i I(S) = P I(T).
Proof. By structural induction on S; T. 2 Proposition 11. Let s; t be two attened terms s.t. s = P t and let S; T be two normalized terms s.t. I(S) = s and I(T) = t then S = P T.
Proof. By structural induction on S; T. 2
Finally the t f operation is compatible with = P .
Proposition 12. Let S 1 ; S2; T 1 ; T 2 be normalized terms of sort f, then S 1 = P S 2 and T 1 = P T 2 implies S 1 t f T 1 = P S 2 t f T 2 .
The set Norm(AC(Gr(t))) = fT j T normalized term s:t: I(T) = AC t g is called the set of normalized ground AC-instances of t.
Proposition 13. Let S; T be normalized terms s.t. I(S) and I(T) are in Norm(AC(Gr(t))), then S = P T.
Proof. I(S) = AC I(T) then Flat(I(S)) = P Flat(I(T)) then I(S) = P I(T) since I(T)
and I(S) are attened terms, then S = P T. 2
Conditional tree automata
To deal with generalized terms, we introduce conditional tree automata. Moreover we require that t f satis es the following properties: q 1 t f q 2 ! q i q 2 t f q 1 ! q, (q 1 t f q 2 ) t f q 3 ! q i q 1 t f (q 2 t f q 3 ) ! q. Since Presburger arithmetic is decidable, one can decide if a condition '(N) of a rule is satis able or not. From now on, the rules with unsatis able conditions are discarded.
Boolean Properties
Proposition 18. The class of languages accepted by conditional tree automata is closed under union, complement and intersection.
Proof. The complement of a language accepted by a (deterministic) conditional automaton is accepted by the automaton obtained by exchanging the nal states and the non-nal states. The union is accepted by an automaton which is the union of A 1 accepting L 1 and of A 2 accepting L 2 . The closure under intersection is a consequence of the closure under complement and union (a direct proof also exists). 2
Decision of emptiness
In this section, A = ((Q f ) f2F ; Q nac ; Q Final ; R) is a conditional tree automaton and N 0 is a xed integer greater than the number of states of A. Our rst result states the decision of emptiness for generalized terms.
Proposition 19. It is decidable if there is a generalized term accepted by A Proof. For each condition '(N) one can compute some n s.t. j = '(n). Moreover if there is some T s.t.T ! q 1 and some '(N) : f N:q 1 ] ! q 2 R, then f n:T] ! q, and if T 1 ! q 1 ; T 2 ! q 2 ; q 1 t f q 2 ! q then T 1 t f T 2 ! q. Therefore a straightforward modi cation of the classical algorithm to decide emptiness of tree automata also works for conditional tree automata. 2
Unfortunately, generalized terms are not suitable for modelling non-linearity, and we must restrict ourselves to normalized terms for solving the AC-complement problem. Therefore the decision of emptiness becomes more involved and some preliminary results are needed. In what follows, given a set S of normalized terms, N P (S) denotes the number of distinct congruence classes for = P in S.
Combining the previous results, one can design the following algorithm to decide the emptiness of the set of normalized terms accepted by a conditional tree automaton:
For each state q do set L 0 q = ;. or Flat(t) = g(t 1 ; : : :; t n ) where each t i is restricted , t i and t j do not have a variable in common for i 6 = j, or Flat(t) = f(jt 1 ; : : :; t n j) where each t i is restricted for i = 1; : : :; n, t i and t j have a variable x in common for i 6 = j i t i = AC t j . Example The term g(f(f(x; y); f(x; y)); g(z)) is restricted but f(g(f(x; y)); g(f(x; z)))
is not restricted.
As in the linear case, we are interested in AC(Gr(t)). In the next proposition t is a term s.t.:
t is restricted and where S il 2 AC(Gr(t l )) I(S) = P Flat(t ) for some since the x i 's do not occur in the t i 's and t i and t j have no variables in common for i 6 = j.
The unique nal state of the automaton is q f1;:::;pg;f1;:::;qg . By construction, A is a conditional tree automaton since set union is commutative and associative, and the language accepted by A is Norm(AC(Gr(t))) (use the previous proposition). 2 Example Let t = f(0; x), we sketch the construction of the automaton accepting Norm(AC (Gr(t)) ).
An automaton accepting Norm(AC(Gr(x))) has the rules: 0 ! q g(q or q f ) ! q N 1 : f N:q] ! q f q f t f q f ! q f where q and q f are nal states.
An automaton accepting Norm(AC(Gr(0))) has the rules: 0 ! q 0 where q 0 is the nal state.
To get the automaton to accept Norm(AC(Gr(t))), we add new states q I;J . For clarity, we use subsets I (resp. J) of f0g (resp. of fxg) instead of subsets of f1g (resp. f1g). The new rules are: N = 1 : f(q 0 ) ! q f0g;; 9k > 0 : N = 1 + k:1 : f(N:q 0 ) ! q f0g;fxg 9k > 0 : N = k:1 : f(N:(q or q f )) ! q ;;fxg q ;;fxg t f q f0g;; ! q f0g;fxg and q f0g;; t f q ;;fxg ! q f0g;fxg q f0g;fxg t f q ;;fxg ! q f0g;fxg and q ;;fxg t f q f0g;fxg ! q f0g;fxg q ;;fxg t f q ;;fxg ! q ;;fxg and q ;;fxg t f q ;;fxg ! q ;;fxg where q f0g;fxg is the nal state.
Theorem 6. The complement problem t 6 = AC t 1^: : :^t 6 = AC t n where t and the t 0 i s are restricted terms is decidable.
Proof. The result holds since there is a solution i there is a normalized term in Norm(AC(Gr(t))) which does not belong to Norm(AC(Gr(t i ))) for i = 1; : : :; n, Norm(AC(Gr(s))) is accepted by a conditional automaton for each s, the class of languages accepted by conditional automata is closed under boolean operations and the emptiness of a language accepted by a conditional tree automaton is decidable. The proof that the normalized ground AC-instances of a restricted term are accepted by a conditional tree automaton can be generalized to get a proof that Norm(Red(t)) is accepted by a conditional tree automaton if t is a restricted term (Red(t) denotes the ground terms reducible by t). The proof is by induction on Flat(t). The cases Flat(t) = x or Flat(t) = g(t 1 ; : : :; t n ) are easy and the case Flat(t) = P f(jx 1 ; : : :; x q ; t 1 ; : : :; t p j) is dealt with as follows:
construct an automaton accepting Norm(AC(Gr(t))) Norm(AC(Gr(x t f t))), to this automaton, add a new nal state q nac and the rules g(: : :; q nac ; : : :) ! q nac ; g(: : :; q F ; : : :) ! q nac ; N 1 : f N:q nac ] ! q F ; q F t f q ! q F ; q t f q F ! q F where q F is any nal state of sort f, and q is any state of sort f.
Therefore one gets the theorem:
Theorem 7. The inductive reducibility modulo AC of a restricted term for a term rewrite system with restricted left-hand side is decidable. In section 3.3, we have introduced automata with equality tests between brothers and in section 5, we have discussed conditional tree automata. These classes can be merged into a single one, generalized conditional tree automata which are de ned like conditional tree automata except that the rules g(q 1 ; : : :; q n ) ! q are replaced by rules ' : g(q 1 ; : : :; q n ) ! q where ' is a formula of Form n where Form n is de ned by: #i 6 = P #j 2 Form n , > 2 Form n , if ' 2 Form n and 2 Form n then :' 2 Form n , '_ 2 Form n , '^ 2 Form n .
These generalized conditional automata accept sets of generalized terms, and have the same properties as conditional tree automata. They are used to extend the nonlinear cases that we can deal with, i.e. we are able to handle loosely restricted terms. A term t is loosely restricted if Flat(t) = x or Flat(t) = g(t 1 ; : : :; t n ) where the t 0 i s are restricted and have no variable in common if they are not variables, or else Flat(t) = f(jt 1 ; : : :; t p j) where the t i are restricted and either t i = AC t j or t i and t j have no variable in common. The proofs designed for conditional automata can be easily modi ed to work for generalized conditional automata, and we get our next result:
Theorem 8. The complement problem t 6 = AC t 1^: : :^t 6 = AC t n where t and the t 0 i s are loosely restricted terms is decidable. The inductive reducibility modulo AC of a loosely restricted term for a term rewrite system with loosely restricted left-hand side is decidable.
Working on multisets
To solve the AC-complement problem, we focussed on normalized terms. But our solutions works also for similar problems on multisets, if we change the de nition of normalized terms in order to allow terms like f n 1 :T 1 ; : : :; n p :T p ] with P i=p i=1 = 1. The same results hold and we can decide multiset inclusion, intersection, union and complement.
Adding idempotency
Another useful axiom is the idempotency axiom f(x; x) = x called I. Our solution relying on conditional tree automata can be modi ed in order to handle this axiom together with associativity and commutativity, i.e f 2 F satis es ACI. The normalized terms required for this solution will have the form f 1:T 1 ; : : :; 1:T p ] where T i and T j are not equivalent. Therefore one gets the result:
Theorem 9. The complement problem t 6 = ACI t 1^: : :^t 6 = ACI t n where t and the t 0 i s are linear terms is decidable. The inductive reducibility modulo ACI of a linear term for a left-linear term rewrite system is decidable.
Conclusion
We have shown that language theory and tree automata are useful for solving formuale in equational theories involving associativity and commutativity. The new class of tree automata that we have introduced can be used in other applications (sets and multisets for instance) and is interesting by itself. For example, similar tree automata are used in NP93] to deal with feature terms a.k.a. multisets. Moreover, our solution can be easily extended to deal with sorted terms where the relations on sorts are described by a tree automaton. The decision procedures that we have given have a high complexity, but the intrinsic complexity of the problem is high (AC-matching is NP-complete and an AC uni cation problem can have an exponential number of solutions) and we prefered to give simple proofs rather than the most e cient algorithms. Many improvements can be devised in order to get better algorithms. For instance, dealing with attened terms only and choosing an e cient representation of sets will decrease the complexity by one exponential.
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